NOUVEAU 2 FITTING INSTRUCTIONS GUIDE

NOUVEAU 2
Assemble the units in order according to the diagrams.
Note the direction of flow arrow.
The mains water enters the CARBON FILTER in vessel 1 and the treated water leaves
from the ION-EXCHANGE FILTER from vessel 3. The treated water can be drunk all
around the property. You do NOT NEED a dedicated drinking pipe to the kitchen sink.
Check all brass to plastic joints to ensure proper seal. PTFE tape or LS-X type thread
sealant can be used (note some units are pre-assembled).
Mount the filter assembly in a suitable location after the stopcock and fit connect to the
incoming water main.
DO NOT USE COPPER PIPEWORK. Ideally also fit a non-copper bypass loop and
isolation valves for servicing. Ensure filter is mounted vertically with clearance for the bowl
from each filter to be dropped when changing a cartridge (in the case of the larger unit, a
hole can be cut in the bottom of a kitchen base unit to allow for height). The NOUVEAU2
can be placed on a flat surface if mounting via the bracket is not possible.

Always use plastic pipe work in near vicinity of the filter, recommended distance of
plastic pipe is a 1-meter run either side (if the unit is to be fitted adjacent to the stop
cock then a small length of plastic pipe MUST be fitted between the brass fitting on
the stop cock and the NOUVEAU unit)
Units are supplied with ¾ “bsp inlets. Remember to take note of filter sequence and flow
direction. (as shown by Arrow below)
Mains water in

Flow direction

Treated water out

Fitting Kit NOUVEAU 2
(Qty 2) 22mm-¾ BSP Push fit Pipe Connections
Qty (2) ¾-¾ BSP Male Nipple connection
Qty (1) Mounting Bracket + Screws
Qty (2) Filter Spanners (Large & Small Filter Housing)
Qty (1) Fitting Instructions

CARTRIDGE CHANGES
The carbon filter (1) is changed every 12- months.
The main filter (2) is changed every 3- years.
The ion exchange cartridge (3) is changed every 3- months dependant on water quality and hardness in
your area.
Note: these periods are for average water usage and water hardness.
TESTING: Once installed run the cold tap for a few minutes to flush out loose media and test for
leaks.
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Maintenance Record
(Please retain somewhere safe and near to Unit or e-mail back to
us and we’ll keep a record for you) records@littleplumber.com
NAME & ADDRESS

MODEL :……………………………………………………
DATE FITTED :……………………………………………
1st cartridge change reqd: (No.3 Filter) - (3- months from install date)
2nd cartridge change reqd : (No.1 Filter) - (12- months from install date)
3rd cartridge change reqd : (No 2 Filter) - (36- months from install date)

Filter1 Change Date

Filter2 Change Date

Filter3 Change Date

GUARANTEE: PLEASE E-MAIL US AT olympia@littleplumber.com with your details and date
you received your OLYMPIA unit. I year against manufacturers defect.

